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NCAT PROJECT UPDATE 
Legislative Program - The Civil and 
Administrative Act 2013 received assent from 
the Governor on Monday, 4 March 2013.  

The Act establishes NCAT from 1 January 
2014 and contains provisions that are needed 
to transition existing tribunals to NCAT. It also 
provides for the appointment of NCAT’s 
members, including its President and Deputy 
Presidents, and sets up NCAT’s divisional 
structure. The Act can be viewed at 
www.legislation.nsw.gov.au.  

The Act does not confer any jurisdiction on 
NCAT. Nor does it set out any of the powers 
and functions NCAT will need to operate 
effectively. Further legislation will be introduced 
by the Government in 2013 to address these 
matters, after consultation with interested 
stakeholders takes place. 
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The NCAT Project Team will provide updates 
regarding the legislative process throughout 
2013. 

Audit of Tribunals - The Project Team has 
continued to compile and verify information on 
the various NCAT tribunals.  This data will 
provide valuable information to assist the 
Steering Committee to make decisions 
regarding the structure and composition of 
NCAT, the effective transition of members and 
staff and subsequent the development of NCAT 
practices and procedures. 

 

 

The NCAT Project Team 
Sian Leathem (Project Manager). Lisette Rudge (Senior Project 
Officer), Kellie Blakemore (Policy Advisor).  David Baty (Senior 
Project Advisor not pictured) 

 

Tribunal and Service Provider Visits - The 
Team has also been busy visiting Tribunals and 
relevant service providers.  Visiting the 
Tribunals gives the Team a better 
understanding of the particular issues relevant 
to the jurisdiction along with an appreciation of 
the facilities and physical resources required to 
operate the tribunal.  The Team has gained a 
lot from the discussions and appreciates the 
openness with which people have been 
prepared to share information and offer advice. 

To date the Team has visited the Guardianship 
Tribunal, the ADT, the CTTT, the Health 
Professional Councils Authority, the Local Land 
Boards, the Local Government Pecuniary 
Interest Tribunal, the Vocational Training 
Appeal Panel, NSW Trustee & Guardian 
(Charity Referees), Victims Compensation 
Tribunal.  The Team has also initiated 
discussion with a range of corporate service 
and support providers in the Department of 
Attorney General and Justice such as the 
Courts Service Centre, Justice Shared 
Corporate Services, Court Reporting Services, 
Justice Human Resources and 
Communications teams, District Court statutory 

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/
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appointments support, and Justice Information 
Services.  

NCAT Website - The NCAT website continues 

to be updated and now contains information on 

the Reference Group, Steering Committee, 

Project Team, Communications and Planning 

pages. 

The Reference Group page contains links to 

minutes & of meetings and Discussion Papers  

 

www.tribunals.lawlink.nsw.gov.au 

 

THE NCAT FAMILY - LOCAL LAND BOARDS 
 

Who are the Local Land Boards (LLB’s)? 

A Local Land Board is a community tribunal consisting of a Chairperson appointed by the NSW 

government and two local land Board members.  The local members are appointed to the Board for 

their specialised knowledge of local land management practices and/or their familiarity with the local 

area.  The LLBs are the oldest continuous tribunal in NSW being established under the Crown Lands 

Act 1884.  The Boards now serve around 110 lands districts. 

 

What types of disputes do the Local Land Boards deal with? 

The LLBs deal with a broad range of civil disputes and administrative appeals and inquiries including: 

Civil Disputes 

 Disputes between neighbours about a 

dividing boundary fence in metropolitan, 

regional and rural areas 

 Disputes between land owners about fencing 

or the creation or release of special 

easements. 

 

Administrative Appeals and Inquiries 

 About any matter under the Crown Lands 

Act 

 Appeals against the erection of gates 

across or bounding Crown roads or 

watercourses 

http://www.tribunals.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/
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 Inquiries into closure of Crown roads or 

disputes about acquisition between 

adjoining land owners 

 Appeals against Ministerial rent 

redeterminations for the lease licence or 

permits of Crown lands 

 Determinations about trees growing on 

Crown lands or disputes under Trees 

(Disputes between Neighbours) Act 

 Extension of leases, rent reviews and 

redeterminations of rent  

 Applications against the granting of water 

licences or installation of pumps under the 

Water Act 

 Appeals against determinations by a 

Livestock Health and Pest Authorities 

(LHPA) assessment of notional stock 

carrying capacity, rates or other matters 

arising under the Rural Lands Protection 

Act, including appeals against orders for 

destruction of feral animals or pests 

 Applications to open or close roads under 

Roads Act 

Who can make an application? 

Applications can be made by members of the 

public, through referral by the relevant Minister 

or by a Local Court Magistrate. 

What happens at a hearing? 

Hearings are held in Local Courts throughout 

NSW. In some matters the Chairperson sits 

alone, such as hearing matters under the 

Roads Act or the Dividing Fences Act in 

metropolitan and residential areas.  In other 

matters, the Chairperson sits with up to 2 lay 

Board members.  

The Chairperson and the members are 

experienced and knowledgeable in land use 

and rural matters. 

Boards hear and determine matters brought 

before them in the land districts where the 

dispute or object of the inquiry arose. This 

assists parties and witnesses attend the Local 

Court in their own district. Another unique way 

in which Boards conduct hearings is by site 

visits to the object of the dispute or inquiry. 

This gives the Board a better appreciation of 

the issues in a particular dispute and any 

unique local agricultural practices or methods. 

 

The LLB is not bound by the rules of evidence 

and has flexibility in how matters are managed.  

Witnesses may be called to attend or produce 

evidence and a Board member has power to 

issue a summons to attend a hearing.  

Is legal representation necessary? 

Parties appearing before a LLB can represent 

themselves or be represented by a 

lawyer/agent. 

Written reasons for decision 

After a hearing the parties will be provided with 

a written decision and statement of reasons. 
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REFERENCE GROUP 
The Reference Group has met three times and has reviewed a number of discussion papers that will 

guide the Steering Committee’s decision making, the development of the legislation and future NCAT 

practices. 

Discussion Papers reviewed by the Reference Group to date include: 

• Legislative Strategy 

• NCAT Objectives 

• Use of Assessors 

• Representation of Parties 

• Appeals 

• Costs 

Minutes of the Reference Group’s meetings and discussion papers are posted to the NCAT website -  

www.tribunals.lawlink.nsw.gov.au 

To facilitate broader stakeholder consultation on particular issues, some Reference Sub-groups are 

being established.  These groups will feed information and advice in to the main Reference Group. 

The first of the groups to be established is the NCAT Consumer and Commercial Reference Group. 

VISIT TO VCAT 
In February I had the pleasure of visiting the 

Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal 

(VCAT).  I was pleased to have an opportunity 

to speak with Mr Ian Proctor the original project 

manager and founding Principal Registrar and 

now a VCAT Senior Member.  I was also able 

to speak with the current Principal Registrar, 

Mr Jim Nelms, who has also been with VCAT 

since its commencement in 1998. 

VCAT, the oldest of the so-called state ‘super 

tribunals’ was established by the Victorian Civil 

and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998.  

Since being established, the core jurisdictions: 

residential tenancies, civil claims, guardianship 

and planning and environment have remained 

steady or been expanded.  NCAT will include 

these jurisdictions, with the exception of 

planning and environment matters which will 

remain within the specialised NSW Land and 

Environment Court.   

VCAT is organised into three divisions with 

each division headed by a judicial member: 

• civil division 

• administrative division 

• human rights division 

 

CIVIL DIVISION ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION HUMAN RIGHTS DIVISION 

 Civil Claims List 
 Domestic Building List 
 Owners Corporations List 
 Real Property List 
 Residential Tenancies List 
 Retail Tenancies List 

 Legal Practice List 
 Planning and Environment 

List 
 Review and Regulation List 

 Guardianship List 
 Human Rights List 

http://www.tribunals.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/
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VCAT has a 5 tiered hierarchy of members 

similar to the structure proposed for NCAT in 

the Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2013,. 

 President  of VCAT (Supreme Court judge) 

 Vice-Presidents (County Court judges) 

 Deputy Presidents (some are Division 

Heads, others are appointed to manage 

Lists) 

 Senior Members (serve on the lists on a 

full-time or sessional basis; some 

appointed to manage lists) 

 Members (serve on the lists on a full-time, 

part-time or sessional basis) 

The manner in which VCAT resolves a dispute 

depends upon the nature of the matter.  For 

example, some cases in the civil claims list 

may only take 15 minutes to resolve, while 

others may take a day.  In the most exceptional 

and complex cases, a hearing may take 

several weeks. 

In order to facilitate settlement of a dispute a 

variety of processes are available, including 

mediation, directions hearings and compulsory 

conferences.  Those matters that cannot be 

resolved will proceed to a hearing.  Hearings 

give parties the opportunity to call or provide 

evidence, question witnesses and make 

submissions.  At the end of the hearing, the 

VCAT member will issue a decision 

immediately or will reserve their decision and 

issue written reasons as soon as possible.  

Decisions of VCAT can be appealed to the 

Supreme Court of Victoria but only on 

questions of law. 

Both Ian Proctor and Jim Nelms have been 

most generous in providing information and 

answering questions about the establishment 

of VCAT, as well as insights into how the 

Tribunal has been enhanced and refined over 

the past 15 years.  Much of this work is 

illuminated in VCAT’s Three Year Strategic 

Plan 2010 – 2013, entitled, Transforming 

VCAT.  The document can be downloaded 

from their website at: www.vcat.vic.gov.au 

Sian Leathem 

NCAT Project Manager 

 

 

FRAMEWORK FOR TRIBUNAL EXCELLENCE 

 

In our first newsletter we provided an outline of the Council of Australasian Tribunals’ (COAT) 

‘Framework for Tribunal Excellence’ which is being used to guide the design and implementation of 

NCAT. 

The Framework draws on 10 core values inherent in excellent tribunals. Together the core values are 

designed to guarantee due process and the equal protection of the law to those who have 

proceedings before tribunals 

http://www.vcat.vic.gov.au/
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EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW – ROLE OF TRIBUNALS 

The core value for examination in this 

newsletter is Equality Before The Law.  

According to Magistrate Hennessey of the ADT 

(in a paper delivered to the Australian Institute 

of Judicial Administration (AIJA) conference in 

2008), “the notion of fairness is derived both 

from the common law and from international 

human rights instruments such as the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights, which recognises equality before the 

law as a human right”. 

In practice this means that tribunals must 

develop and implement systems that make 

them accessible to the people they serve, and 

by ensuring that their users receive information 

and the help they need to prepare and present 

their cases.   

NCAT will promote the core value of equality 

before the law through the following strategies: 

 Ensuring that through its physical 

infrastructure the tribunal is accessible to all 

users. 

 Developing and implementing a self 

represented parties management plan that 

deals with every stage in the process, from 

filing through to enforcement. 

 Taking positive steps to ensure the special 

needs of people who are disadvantaged or 

vulnerable are considered and responded 

to. For example, through the provision of 

interpreters for parties who do not 

understand English sufficiently to 

comprehend and participate effectively in 

proceedings 

 Operating with as little formality and 

technicality as practicable in the 

circumstances. 

 Using technology to facilitate and enhance 

access to the Tribunal, particularly among 

rural and regional clients. 

You may submit thoughts and contributions on 

how NCAT can ensure it supports equality 

before the law to ncat@agd.nsw.gov.au 

In our next issue we will look at Fairness

Find NCAT at: 
www.tribunals.lawlink.nsw.gov.au 

 

or contact the team at 
 

02 8061 9343  or  ncat@agd.nsw.gov.au 

 

mailto:ncat@agd.nsw.gov.au
http://www.tribunals.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/
mailto:ncat@agd.nsw.gov.au

